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Walking from the hospital this afternoon I felt like I just took off a heavy backpack after hiking about
10 miles.  As much as I love doing surgery, there is always a sense of relief when I finish; and all the
more so here because the vast majority are difficult or very difficult cases, it is hot, and I'm dealing
with questions and phone calls all day long that I would be shielded from at home.  So with only 48
hours left before we fly back to the U.S., I no longer have to worry about having to sleep to be ready
for surgery the next day.  Additionally, I get to teach Sunday School and preach at a new church
plant this coming Sunday so I can re-use material from the last couple weeks and not have to put so
much time into preparation.  Thanks to all of you who have prayed for strength, endurance and
wisdom in how to pace ourselves.  I think God answered allowing us to do as much as we were able
without crossing the line to operating dangerously.

Today seemed like the perfect finish for surgery.  We had no complications, and one of the local
surgeons I have been training did an outstanding job  completing a very difficult case without any
help from me.  Fortunately, we have had no major complications this week  although there is  one
person I'm a little worried about.  Please pray that she heels well and please pray that God prevents
infections on the patients we have done.  If they can make it one week past surgery, they will be safe. 
Even though we have taken extra precautions – such as injecting antibiotics around and into their
eyes - it is still scary to think of some of them going back to live in dirt floor houses or having to bath
with potentially contaminated water during their critical time when they are at risk for infection.    
Please also pray for Eliya.  He is a friend of a friend who had lost vision and traveled 8 hours from
Bundibugyo to get help.  His care taker told me he sold his two goats to get money to come here in
hopes of getting better.  His cataract was so bad that we couldn't see the back of the eye.  When we
removed the cataract, I saw that he had and old retinal detachment that was beyond repair.  He was
very dissappointed.  Fortunately, he still has good vision in his other eye.

In addition to surgery going well, Mengo Hospital told me today that they were not going to charge us
for the consumable supplies we used or nurse overtime.  We were prepared to pay for those items
according to our agreement, but more than the money I was encouraged by their voluntary
contribution to serve their own people and partner with us.  In July, they also paid for my Ugandan
Medical License renewal telling me that they paid for their other surgeons license so they thought
they should pay for mine.  We in turn left them quite a nice supply of medical supplies. This will allow
us to pass along that money to help with construction of the church where we had the clinic.   I am
also grateful that so many of Mengo's staff are committed followers of Christ.  I was especially
encouraged when one of the nurses told me of beginning a friendship one of our patients and taking
extra time to care for her physically, spiritually, emotional and I think financially.    Agnes is a 15 year
old girl whose vision was limited to counting fingers very close to her face.  Two years ago when her
vision became so bad she had to drop out of school and has been staying in her families home
almost all of the time having to be led around for all activities of daily living.  Additionally she said that
she had not been able to eat every day due to her families poverty.  I elected to do her worst eye and
regretted it because it was such a difficult case that I could no initially  put a new lens in the eye. 
Normally, even here, I wouldn't operate on her second eye in the same week, but due to her
desperate situation, I chose to do so yesterday and today she has vision nearly good enough to pass
the driving test in the second eye and this should continue to improve.  Today, I was able to put a
lens in the first eye and hope that she can see out of it as well, although that is unlikely because her
cataract had advanced so far at such a young age that she  likely had it at birth and never developed
vision in that eye.  I will find out in the morning.

Most of the time when I finish these trips to Uganda I melt into tears on the airplane going home.  In



July, it took being home a week before it hit me and today it happened early.  It would take too long
to describe what is behind all the emotion of feeling torn between being with Paula and Ian and being
here, but today I was also  overwhelmed at the extent and degree of suffering that I have seen.  I
don't question God for allowing suffering because I know that we all deserve damnation and any
good thing in our life is a manifestation of God's grace and mercy.  What I can't understand is how
God has the capacity to empathize with and care for all the pain of the 7 billion people in this world. 
Only God can truly understand all that and handle it.  I think from Act 17:26 –27 that God must in
many ways feel like we do as surgeons when we have to allow or even cause pain to bring about
ultimate healing – but how amazing to be able to do it on both a global scale with personal care for
each person!

Tomorrow we see the last of our post ops who will then go home.  It is amazingly quiet around here
going from about 60 people per night to 10. I'm also still amazed that seemingly all the patients kept
waking up at 4 am and talking like they were at a party.  After post-ops we have a "VIP" eye clinic for
our Ugandan staff and Church leaders.  Ben and Tina leave on a safari in the morning.  Seth leaves
tomorrow night and the rest of us will be teaching in some capacity in churches on Sunday morning
and leave late Sunday evening.

I am also forwarding an update from Pastor Bob Hayes that I think you will find very  moving.

Thanks again for your co-labors with us in prayer.

Grace and peace,
J. D. Bonner, M.D., FAAO


